The library of Hungarian Academy of Science Domus 'Collegium Hungaricum' contains mainly Hungarian-language research work from researchers of neighboring countries and also diaspora who was able to produce outstanding results and also from participants of the Domus Hungarica scholarship programs ([Domus Hungarica Scientiarum et Artium]), which is established in 1996. Exceptions of course are present in our library, as base literary and scientific classics, language dictionaries, and scientific series, which can be found on the first two shelves on the left side of the library. There are also a specialized section, at the separate shelf near the windows, which mainly contains volumes written in English and German, as well as in the languages of neighboring countries. The library awaits readers with more than 4,500 volumes in the Tarnóczy Mariann’s hall of the Domus 'Collegium Hungaricum'.

The library's catalog is available online on a Linux Koha-based, open-source, English-language register at the following address: [https://konyvtar.domus.mta.hu/](https://konyvtar.domus.mta.hu/)

From the open source code follows it’s standards that the website does not appear to be secure for the most commonly used browsers (Chrome, Firefox, Mozilla, IE). This is indicated by an red triangle mark, a lock icon or a stop sign in the various software versions. Therefore, it is necessary to click on the next step not recommended by the browser, to accept the risk.

---

1 This kind of programs is developed on a pro-bono basis, there is no large company behind it and no organized (or paid) development team.
In the catalogue, it can be search by

- Title
- Author
- Subject
- Series
- ISBN
- Or just leave in default mode (Library catalog) which will search in any of these above

Once the search term has been entered, you can start the search by clicking on the blue "Go" icon on the right side of the screen (Search with enter button also works)

After the search, the founded volumes are displayed in the results list in order, with the searched word highlighted red and yellow color. On the left side, the available information (authors, topics, etc.), while the green number on the image (DS-002.659 in the first example) can be searched based on the topics according to the Universal Decimal Classification (UDC), using the tabbed paper navigation between the books.

Attention, since we broke with the traditional UDC layout in accordance with the purpose of the specialized library, and a hybrid system was implemented, the foreign language works, base literary and scientific classics, language dictionaries, and scientific series are placed on separate shelves with paper labels. Also, all new volumes after the code DS_003.664 are placed and labeled opposite to the library entrance. The library's newer acquisitions are lined up, while on the other shelf, the latest volumes from the 2019 publications also placed separately. These latest volumes (and after 2019 publications) on the shelf have been classified into additional large collecting categories (culture, literary studies and natural sciences). Volumes before code DS_003.664 can still be found categorized according to the traditional system (the previously used UDC) based on the page side labels.

For more information in Hungarian language, or help please visit our article about library with pictures:
https://mta.hu/magyar-tudomanyossag-kulfordon/frissult-a-collegium-hungaricum-konyvtaranak-allomanya-112434

After reading or browsing in our library please put the volumes back in the same place, if you don't remember the exact place, please leave them on the table.

Dear Guests, please note that it is strictly forbidden to take books out of the Domus 'Collegium Hungaricum' building!